
SCREENWRITING APPRENTICESHIPS IN OHIO

Earn while you learn. Enroll in ApprenticeOhio today. On average, apprentices who complete their program earn $/yr
upon graduation.

He is also working with poet Elizabeth Alexander to plan a major conference on African American poetry and
poetics to be held in Philadelphia with a number of events hopefully taking place at Penn in  The ideal
apprentice will enjoy having fun and searching for gems in the assigned research, be well organized, thorough,
flexible in terms of the scope of the work, and interested in matters of social justice. Since I am on campus
only once a week in the spring, the ability to get up to Bucks County either by train or car would be a plus --
though not a deal breaker. Final goals will include independent oversight of several small projects and writing
several short features for the PennSound Daily column. Would you like to work outside and not be stuck in a
cubicle? Meet the Intern: Cynthia Wang Hi! For a Penn student out there dreaming someday of his or her
OWN book-length work of fiction or nonfiction coming to such fruition, this might be an unparalleled
opportunity. I will have some idea of how I want something to look in my head and then when I try to mirror
that on paper it comes out totally wrong. Most Penn apprenticeships have attached to works in progress: Not
this one. So, in addition to helping with the larger and more rigorous work of book research, the apprentice
will also get a chance to become familiar with the workings of a national magazine. What do they write about?
She just graduated from Kent State University, and will be pursing a career in the media production industry
starting this fall! All aspects of writing a novel under contract will be observed, including editing the
novel-in-progress with Ms. I'm now looking for a literary-minded, self-starting creative-writing student who'll
be able to work closely with me on several knotty research problems that are up ahead. An ideal candidate
would be an excellent researcher and communicator with a passion for civic engagement and how writing can
make a difference in the world. After this, I promise, nothing will surprise you. I'd require a good-humored,
political-junkie apprentice who works fast and efficiently, who has a talent for news research, and who can
contribute fresh story ideas. Peter's strategy has been to tell the story for the first time from the perspective of
the American teachers -- many of whom were young people just out of college, and some of whom wrote
hundreds of letters home. The apprentice will assist me in curating content and coordinating the logistical
details for each episode, and may be included in the episodes themselves. The motto: 'More Art Faster.
Agricultural documents? I write a Friday entertainment piece each week out of Atlantic City for the
Philadelphia Daily News and will be starting a weekly outdoors column for the Philadelphia Inquirer. She has
alread taken his writing workshop on writing from photographs. The book is partly a biography of Otto
Warburg, an early twentieth-century German cancer researcher, and partly an exploration of the science that
connects cancer and diet. I will be an intern The book is tentatively titled "Hemingway's Boat. Cleaver is a
quarterly magazine, so your apprenticeship will focus on the March and June issues. There, letters may or may
not reside, containing descriptions by American soldiers in Cuba, Puerto Rico and the Philippines of their
experiences dispensing English-language instruction to "natives," an activity conceptualized by American
generals ca. Their improbable mission: to change the language of a foreign people. Mark Rosenthal's
apprenticeship Hillary Levine "I'm looking for an apprentice who can help me survive the bipolar disorder of
writing screenplays for Hollywood studios. A valuable apprentice would be nimble and curious, a self-starter
who loves playing with language and has an interest in interacting with creative, sometimes anxious authors.
The apprentice will also explore their own poetic response to the material: perhaps you are interested in
writing your own ecopoetic treatise, documentary poem, poetic manifesto, or some other creative piece
sparked by what you come across in this work. I just moved back to Cleveland from Chicago six months ago,
and I am excited to learn more about the What are the concerns of its residents? I also regularly team up with a
playwright in New York and help a local food cupboard with media outreach. Useful contributions will
depend on the apprentice's interest in narrative strategy and skills as a close reader and editor. And I traipsed
through a "germplasm" plantation in Trinidad, to see the work of a long-dead British botanist credited with
rescuing chocolate when it appeared headed -- in certain tropical precincts -- for near-extinction. As such, this
apprenticeship will be a research-oriented one. These places came under direct U.


